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Theme- Water scarcity 
 
 
Objective-  
1. To give people a healthy and protective life. 
2. Vanishing the scarcity of water and its resources from the country. 
3. To help farmers to use good water supply for irrigation. 
4. Not releasing direct contaminated water to ponds and lakes 
 
 
Need of the Project- 
1.I will held a workshop with my colligues and teachers in school and playground near busy 
areas . 
2.with the help of  NGO  and many other social activist we can protect and share our ideas of 
management of water in cities and towns  
3.My idea of rain water harvesting can address twin nature of harvesting water . 
4. Not releasing of contaminated chemicals directly to ponds and rivers which are dreadfully 
polluting our ground water  
5. with the help of village sarpanch and management we can pass our ideas to farmers to use 
ground water in a protective management . 
6.People can have daiy jobs in the workshops with expected salary and they can transfer our 
ideas to many places having a good job opportunity of job, they can help us. 
It will help our project by giving a boost to it and it will end up when the contamination and 
many other problems will vanish from my areas . 
 
 
How you will achieve it- Summary of the project is that we are preparing to save people from 
water problems and get them rid of the problems of water scarcity .we can help them by 
organizing road shows .workshops and many other action plans to give them knowledge for 
water management . They can actively participate in the workshops and taking our daily tours to 
various cities and towns by this we can help the farmers and people of services to make a proper 
management of water resources . At last they will get rid of their of scarcity and water problems 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


